
Right-Sized Alternatives to Eversource’s planned X-178 115kV line complete rebuild:

Preface:

“NESCOE would like to continue to utilize PAC as a discussion forum to gain stakeholder

feedback… NESCOE is interested in helping the asset condition process gain foresight when

reviewing projects.

 In the past, the ISO has attempted to right size projects, but was met with stakeholder

opposition because imminent need was not proven. The ISO supports efforts to build out

the system with a longer-term view because these assets are long-lasting. Since the

material cost is a small percentage of the overall project cost, it is sensible to coordinate

building out the system, so assets are sized correctly through their useful lives.

 RTO counterparts around the country are also challenged with asset condition project

concerns, similarity rooted in desire for increased visibility, transparency and confidence.

 NESCOE plans to rely on ISO’s planning expertise as it continues to push this initiative

forward and reform the asset condition process.” (May 18, 2023)

https://nhconservation.org/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=2023_05_18_meeting_minutes_final.pdf

Alternative #1:

Repair or replace the 43 category C structures, in the next maintenance cycle. Use wood 
structures, to reduce visual impacts and limit industrialization of the terrain. This can be done 
by helicopter.

This would eliminate the financial cost and environmental and social costs of: 

- Construction of 49 miles (less wetland areas) of 16’ wide, 9” deep, permanent roads, and 580 
(minus wetland area structures) 100’ x 100’ graded construction “pads”, which would require 
the elimination of vegetation and topsoil from these areas and cause further fragmentation of 
the 49 miles of the easement. (Topsoil is dozed over the exterior of the graveled construction 
areas after construction, when “feasible.”)

The cost would depend greatly on the location of the structures needing replacement. Since the 
structures in the White Mountain National Forest section of the X-178 (Bog Pond/Kinsman 
Ridge) were replaced in 1986, is it likely that the majority of structures needing replacement 

https://nhconservation.org/lib/exe/fetch.php?media=2023_05_18_meeting_minutes_final.pdf


are on the Streeter Pond tap to Whitefield section, where access would be far less expensive 
than in WMNF.                                                                               Estimated cost: $14 m. 

Alternative #2:

Replace or repair the 43 Category C structures, with wood H-frames. Do not build roads and 
construction areas (around each structure.) This would eliminate the permanent increased 
industrialization of the easements and future costs for maintaining these new “assets.”

Reconductor the line with Southwire Yellowstone ACCC conductor. 

Yellowstone, ACCC Conductor weighs: 630 lbs per 1,000’ and can carry 1373 amps.
The existing 1986 ASCR Conductor weighs: 1,100 lbs per 1,000’ and can carry 907 amps. 
The proposed 1272 ACSS conductor weighs 1,633 lbs/1,000’ and can carry 2,200 amps

By reducing the current conductor weight by 470 lbs, per 1,000’, Eversource’s proposed 
OPGW could be installed without structural overload. If the OPGW weighs 537 lbs per 1,000’ 
and the existing ground wire weighs 413 lbs per 1,000’, the overall weight on the line would be
reduced by 354 lbs, and some structures that are rated C might not need to be replaced. Since 
the sag of the Yellowstone would be less than that of the existing conductor, some structure 
heights could be lowered, and decayed pole tops cut off, which might also eliminate the need to
replace some structures. There may also be locations where structures could be eliminated, 
because of the reduced sag of the ACCC conductor. ACCC can be used with live-line 
reconductoring.

There are also other options for OPGW not presented by the Applicant. These include a lighter weight 
OPGW and stringing the OPGW elsewhere, as is done now; perhaps on Eversource 33 and 69 kV lines.

The applicant has not provided data on the % capacity of the line that is used monthly, so it is difficult 
to determine what need there is, if any, for increasing the carrying capacity of the conductor. Increasing



capacity by 50% while reducing structural loading seems a superior alternative to the proposed 
complete rebuilds, especially considering developments in transmission efficiency.

The ACCC conductor would also lower line-losses by 25-40%, which would reduce costs, including 
externalized costs. According to the manufacturer, the increased cost of ACCC conductor would be 
recovered within several years.

Alternative #3:

Replace or repair the 43 Category C structures with wood H-frames and do not build roads and 
construction areas (around each structure.) This would eliminate permanent increased 
industrialization of the easements future costs for maintaining these new “assets.”

Reconductor the line with Southwire Everglades, 991 lbs per 1,000’, 1,819 amps. If the planned
OPGW is strung on the line, and the weights given are correct, this would maintain the current 
load on the structures. 

It is possible that Eversource had its engineering subcontractor evaluate reconductoring with 
ACCC type conductor.

Right-sizing Components of the Alternatives:

#1:Advanced Conductor

“Replacing the steel core of the conductor with a carbon fiber composite core makes a big 
difference. The most used high-performance conductor, the ACCC® (aluminum-
conductor-composite-core) conductor, has a hybrid carbon fiber core and trapezoidal profile 
for the aluminum strands, allowing almost 28 % more aluminum without any diameter or 
weight penalty. It basically doubles the “ampacity”, the power transfer capability, while at the 
same time reducing the line losses by 25-40 %. The thermal expansion is about 1/10 compared 
to an ACSR conductor.

The lower thermal expansion is a big deal, when it comes to sags, but even more important is 
the radically different characteristic in terms of sags as a function of temperature. For the 
ACSR conductor the sag is proportional to the temperature of the conductor. For the ACCC® 
conductor the sag is proportional to the temperature but only up to a “knee point 
temperature”. Above that point the sag basically remains constant! It substantially reduces 
the risk for tree-to-line contacts at overloads.

Resilience can also be helped by the stronger high-performance conductors. Thanks to 
strength of the carbon fiber composite core, the ACCC conductor can take more physical stress 
from mechanical forces as well as wind. It was illustrated in 2013, when an oil tank, picked up 
by the intense winds of an EF-5 tornado, hit into a steel monopole of a 138 kV transmission 
line in Oklahoma. The pole was bent to a 45 degrees angle. The mechanical shock snapped the 



aluminum strands of the conductor, but the composite core prevented the monopole from 
hitting the ground and enabled a fast repair.

Probably, the biggest benefit of a high-performance conductor is the much higher “ampacity”. 
The ability to move about twice the amount of power when reconductoring a transmission
line utilizing existing towers or poles adds to the resilience of the whole system. In 
November 2015 AEP (American Electric Power) completed the reconductoring of two 345 kV 
transmission lines, using ACCC conductor, in Lower Rio Grande Valley, Texas. The 
reconductoring, in total 240 miles of conductor, was done utilizing existing towers and right-of-
way, while in energized state! For this project AEP received the 2016 EEI (Edison Electric 
Institute) Edison Award.”            https://www.orkas.com/resilience-transmission-lines-and-conductors/

Note that the line clearances are calculated a 200 C, so the comparable sag of the ACCC and 
ACSS conductors at lower temps in the diagram below is irrelevant. The diagram below shows 
956.6 kcmil ACSS/TW, which has less sag than the regular 1272 ACSS conductor Eversource 
has proposed for this project.



#2. Repair rather than replace poles:



https://f.hubspotusercontent30.net/hubfs/20067784/Osmose_Nov2021/pdf/Pole%20Restoration
%20brochure%202017.pdf

#3. Grid Enhancing Technologies:

“3.4. Key Findings on GETs

GETs maximize the capacity of existing rights of way, reducing the need for some new 
transmission projects and deferring the construction of others. Overall, these technologies are 
much less costly than new buildouts and have faster cost recovery potential (Tsuchida et al. 
2023). They increase the flexibility of the existing system by providing multiple real-time 
power flow solutions based on the changing dynamics of the variables that affect the system. 
This flexibility is particularly important for economic efficiency as more intermittent, non-
dispatchable renewables penetrate the grid and changes in power flows need to occur much 
faster (US DOE 2020). Many GETs are scalable, can be relocated to other lines due to their 
portability, and can even be removed and reinstalled, unlike capital-intensive investments. 
While lines are built or upgraded, GETs can minimize outages’ frequency and length by 
optimizing grid reconfiguration. As new projects come into service, GETs can enhance their 
value, increasing the benefit–cost ratio of these traditional investments and potentially 
improving their approval rate (Tsuchida et al. 2023).

https://www.rff.org/publications/reports/expanding-the-possibilities-when-and-where-can-grid-enhancing-
technologies-distributed-energy-resources-and-microgrids-support-the-grid-of-the-future/

Sag chart above: https://documents.dps.ny.gov/search/Home/ViewDoc/Find?id=%7B4B3A8A12-3090-40E7-841F-
EC1BEED0C95B%7D&ext=pdf



#4. Simultaneous HVAC/HVDC transmission:

“From the economic point of view, rather than constructing new HVAC line, converting 
existing HVAC line into simultaneous AC-DC transmission system has a price reduction of 
about 107,984,968.56 USD or 32.46% of the new HVAC line cost.”

https://downloads.hindawi.com/journals/jece/2022/4571596.pdf

#5. Conservation and Efficiency:

“Each person in the United States consumes 12.87 megawatt hours of electricity per year, 
according to think tank Ember, which is three and a half times ...the global average, and over 
twice as much as the average person in Europe.”

https://www.reuters.com/markets/commodities/world-cant-afford-us-style-home-energy-
consumption-habits-2023-05-19/

https://downloads.hindawi.com/journals/jece/2022/4571596.pdf


“Given that the supply curve for electricity does indeed consistently have an upward slope in 
the United States – that is, the marginal wholesale price of electricity is higher than the average 
price – it is clear from the model that any major reduction in demand for electricity will lead to 
lower electricity prices.”

https://www.energy.gov/sites/default/files/2021-07/SEEAction-DRIPE.pdf

#6. Ensure conductor clearances do not exceed those required by Code:

Eversource pole/structure replacements and rebuilds routinely (in the only documentation 
supplied; the state land and water crossings) exceed necessary conductor clearances by 10’-18’.
Higher clearances mean taller structures. Reducing conductor clearances to what is required by 
Code would reduce structure heights, viewshed damages, and structure costs. 

In 2018 Eversource stated that the steel structures last from 50-70 years. (Lee, N.H., ZBA 
minutes 12/18/19) The wood structures on the recently rebuilt O-154 and D-142 were 74 years 
old, the A-111; 69 years old, the B-112; 65 years old, the U-181, 72 years old, with only 1/3 of 
the structures (of unknown condition) replaced, the X-178 structures are 54 and 38 years old, 
with only 7.7%  needing repair or replacement in the next maintenance cycle.

https://www.energy.gov/sites/default/files/2021-07/SEEAction-DRIPE.pdf


ACSS conductor specs; Pheasant is the planned conductor:

In 2011 Eversource (CL&P) stated that the life of a wood structure was 40 years and a steel 
structure 60 years:  

https://portal.ct.gov/-/media/CSC/LifeCycle2011/lifecycle20110929UInterrogatoryresponsespdf.pdf

Eversource’s data shows similar life-cycle costs for wood and steel H-frame structures:



ACCC type conductor specs; weight:

Pole lifecycle cost data above from Cl&P dba Eversource Energy, Docket CSC LIFE-CYCLE 2022
Set CSC-01, CSC-033 and -004 Attachment, Page 1 of 1



 ACCC type conductor specs; ampacity and resistance:

Eversource 2022 testimony on project planning:

“Certainly. Sometimes it, you know, I think it's fair to say that, at times in the past, we have not 
been as wide-ranging in our view as we could have been, and we are changing, we have 
changed that. So, we will look at the traditional, you know, what some would call the "poles-
and-wires" solution to something. But it very well could be that, you know, strategic and 
intentional use and deployment of distributed resources could address particular needs on the 
system. It could well be that, if it's a capacity concern, that energy efficiency may be part of, 
perhaps all of the solution. So long as whatever these other solutions are can provide the kind 
of reliability that we need them to, then they are certainly part of the analysis in determining 
what should be built and at the lowest reasonable cost for doing so.” pgs 35-6.  

https://www.puc.nh.gov/regulatory/Docketbk/2020/20-161/TESTIMONY/20-161_2022-09-
30_EVERSOURCE_REBUTTAL-TESTIMONY-JOHNSON-LAVELLE-GERHARD.PDF 



     

This profile is the best I could produce, as a non-engineer without the software possessed by 
transmission planning corporations.

The conductor connection heights on a given structure are also determined by the structure it connects 
to. Eversource refused to provide any profile drawings for the X-178.

kris pastoriza                                                                                         March 11, 2024         



https://nhconservation.org/doku.php?id=eversource_asset_condition
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